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ABSTRACT
A method using cloud-to-ground lightning was developed to retrieve severe convective wind (SCW) events
from significant weather report data over China during the period 2010–14. The results showed that SCW
events were a feature of local weather activity, and their distribution showed clear seasonal and diurnal
variations. The SCW events mainly occurred over eastern China during the midafternoon in the warm season
and rarely occurred over western China. The highest frequency of SCW events was recorded in north China
and Guangdong Province. There was also a high frequency of SCW events in the middle and lower reaches of
the Yangtze River. The most frequent occurrence of SCW events was in Guangdong Province in spring,
while a high frequency of SCW events was observed in both north China and Guangdong Province during the
summer months. The peak month for SCW events was July over the whole of China and June in north China.
The pattern in Guangdong Province had a bimodal distribution, with the peak months being May and August.
The majority of SCW events occurred between 1200 and 2000 local time.

1. Introduction
Severe convection events generally occur under a favorable synoptic background and are triggered within
supportive mesoscale environments. They are often associated with lightning, severe wind, hail, heavy rainfall,
and even tornados. Such events can start suddenly at the
local scale and often result in disasters. The regulations
from the Severe Weather Prediction Center, National
Meteorological Center, in China define any wind gust $
17 m s21 as a severe wind event. If a severe wind event
was associated with severe thunderstorms, it was classified as a severe convective wind (SCW) in this study;
otherwise, it was classified as a nonsevere convective
wind (NSCW) event. Severe thunderstorms were defined
as those accompanied by more active cloud-to-ground
Corresponding author: Dr. Jianhua Sun, sjh@mail.iap.ac.cn

(CG) lightning than the background climatology, detailed in section 2. In China, SCW events result in enormous financial and human costs every year; for
example, a shipwreck leading to 442 fatalities was caused
by an SCW event in Hubei Province on 1 June 2015. An
accurate method of forecasting SCW events is urgently
needed to reduce these losses. However, there are many
challenges, and it is more difficult for meteorological
models and forecasters to predict SCW events than to
predict NSCW events. SCW events start suddenly and are
generally associated with mesoscale systems lasting for
several hours. In contrast, NSCW events such as strong
post (cold) frontal winds caused by strong pressure gradients in cold-season synoptic-scale cyclones are longer
in duration, can occur over a more widespread area,
and are more easily predicted. The goal of this study
was to fill gaps in the record of SCW events over China
and to perform an analysis of their spatial and temporal
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distribution. Identifying the climatology of SCW events
in China will ultimately lead to improved forecasting of
these events.
Both hail and SCW events are severe weather events,
but SCW events in China have received less attention
than hail events. There have been some studies of the
climatology of hail over China (Zhang et al. 2008; Zhang
and Gao 2008; Fu et al. 2011), especially for the occurrence of hail in local regions. However, there has been
little research on the climatology of SCW events over the
whole of China and only a few studies over regional areas,
such as Beijing (Qin et al. 2006), eastern China without
south China (Yu et al. 2012), and Anhui Province (Zhang
et al. 2013). Because there are no special data or records
to clarify SCW events in China, previous studies have
based their results on stations with wind speeds
exceeding a defined threshold on a day on which a
thunderstorm occurred at that station. However, some of
these events may have been contaminated by NSCW
events. For example, wind speeds are often high at observation stations located on mountains or islands.
Sometimes even a weak thunderstorm may be sufficient
to push wind speeds over the 17 m s21 threshold for a
severe wind event, thus, seeming to qualify such a wind
gust as an SCW event. However, this kind of event should
not be considered an SCW event because SCW events are
generally caused by a strong downdraft from deep moist
convection. Therefore, these kinds of severe wind events
were affected by orographic action. Consequently, the
accurate selection of SCW events is a key process in determining the climatology of SCW events in China.
The United States also suffers considerable losses
from SCW events. SCW events cause an average of 84
fatalities in the United States each year (Ashley 2007;
Black and Ashley 2010). These events have been studied
in the United States for a long time, and there the
amount of data available regarding the climatology of
SCW events is vast. Kelly et al. (1985) showed that 61%
of thunderstorm-related SCW events in the United
States typically occur during the midafternoon in June
and July. Klimowski et al. (2003) reported that SCW
events showed clear seasonal and diurnal variations over
the northern plains of the United States. SCW events
predominantly occur over the eastern Rocky Mountains
and significant SCW ($33.4 m s21) events mainly occur
over the Great Plains (Doswell et al. 2005). There is a
distinct spatial pattern to SCW events, with the high
plains receiving the greatest number of events and a
secondary corridor extending from the central plains to
the Midwest and the Ohio valley (Smith et al. 2013).
There have also been many published reports of the
climatology of derechos [convection-induced wind
storms; Johns and Hirt (1987); Bentley and Mote (1998);
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Bentley and Sparks (2003); Coniglio and Stensrud
(2004); Ashley and Mote (2005)]. Derechos often produce SCW events; for example, in a derecho over
Guangdong Province in China, gales persisted for 6 h,
with a major axis length of 350 km (Xia et al. 2012).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The data
and methods are discussed in section 2. Then results are
presented and discussed in section 3. Finally, a summary
and our conclusions are given in section 4.

2. Data and methods
The SCW events were derived from significant
weather report (SWR) data from the China Meteorological Administration for the period 2010–14. There are
eight 3-h files for each day in the SWR dataset. The
SWR data contain information on significant weather
events, such as thunderstorms, wind events, hail, and
dust storms. The SWR data include the station ID, location, time, and type of weather phenomena. However,
the weather type was not specified for some severe wind
entries. There were 2403 stations in the SWR dataset
during 2010–14 (Fig. 1): 2063 stations (about 86%) had
5 yr of reports, 108 had 4 yr, 99 had 3 yr, 104 had 2 yr, and
29 had 1 yr. SWR data were not recorded during a portion of the study period at these stations, among them
were 183 stations in Xinjiang and Guizhou Provinces.
Stations with only 1 or 2 yr of records were mainly located in these two regions (Figs. 1 and 2b). The main
reason for this was that 110 stations in 2012 and 183 in
2013–14 were missing SWR data in these provinces.
The 2403 stations were interpolated onto a 28 3 28 map
and binned by location to illustrate the spatial distribution of the observing stations (Fig. 2a). The greatest station densities were over the eastern Taihang Mountains,
such as Hebei, northern Henan, and western Shandong
Provinces, where there were more than 35 stations per
grid box (Figs. 2a,b). In addition, a region in the middle
and lower reaches of the Yangtze River valley, south
China, and the Sichuan basin had more than 25 stations
per grid box. For most other areas, the station density was
less than 20 stations per grid box. The number of reports
was affected by the uneven population density, which was
similar to the situation in the United States (Weiss et al.
2002). This uneven distribution of stations will affect the
spatial and temporal distribution of SCW events. To
minimize the impact of this, the SCW data were normalized by dividing the total number of SCW events by
the number of stations at each grid point.
Radar, satellite, and CG lightning data have the potential to distinguish between SCW and NSCW events,
but satellite data have a coarser temporal resolution
than CG or radar data. Radar data are not available over
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FIG. 1. Distribution of stations recording SWR data during 2010–14. Dots represent the stations that have a 5-yr record, crosses
represent stations with 3- or 4-yr records, and squares represent stations with 1- or 2-yr records. Red (blue) symbols mean that the station
altitude is greater (less) than 1000 m. The gray shading is the region where lightning flashes can be detected within 300 km of a sensor.

western China and do not record data throughout the
day during nonflood seasons. CG lightning can be detected over almost all of China, except for parts of the
Tibetan Plateau (the unshaded area in Figs. 1 and 2b).
After comparing the detection range and spatiotemporal resolution of the radar, satellite, and CG lightning
data, CG lightning data were selected to distinguish
between SCW and NSCW events.
The China Lightning Detection Network (CLDN)
consists of 357 sensors across most of China. The detection

efficiency of CLDN claimed by the instructions from the
manufacturer is between 80% and 90%, and the actual
detection efficiency could be much lower in some regions,
for example over the Tibetan Plateau and western China,
because of the lower concentration of sensors and complex terrain. The CLDN uses the Improved Performance
through Combined Technology (IMPACT) method,
which combines directional information and time-ofarrival technology to determine the location of lightning,
and is similar to the method used in the U.S. National

FIG. 2. (a) Spatial distribution of station density with a resolution of 28 3 28. (b) Distribution of terrain in China
(m). The blue line represents the Yangtze River. The lower blue rectangle (208–258N, 1108–1178E) covers most of
Guangdong Province. The upper blue rectangle (368–428N, 1098–1208E) represents the region of north China.
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Lightning Detection Network (Cummins et al. 1998).
Positive CG flashes with a peak current , 10 kA were
deleted (Liu et al. 2011, 2013; Zheng et al. 2009, 2016)
because they could have been contaminated by cloud-tocloud lightning (Cummins et al. 2006) and have an extremely low detection efficiency (Cummins and Murphy
2009; Enno 2011).
A strong connection between CG lightning and convective activity has been indicated by previous studies
(Goodman et al. 1988; Reap and MacGorman 1989;
Carey and Buffalo 2007; Feng et al. 2007, 2009), and CG
lightning has been used to track thunderstorm cells
(Betz et al. 2008; Kohn et al. 2011). SCW events occurred at almost the central point of areas of high CG
density (Yang and Sun 2014). The convective activity
associated with SCWs is in general more intense than
convective activity occurring without an SCW event.
Therefore, if a severe wind event was associated with a
higher density of CG lightning than the climatic background state, it was classified as an SCW event.
The main data processing was conducted as follows.
First, the events with wind speeds $ 17 m s21 during
2010–14 were selected from the SWR dataset. According to the China Meteorological Administration, a new
report is required if the magnitude of the wind speed is
reinforced or a mistake is found in a previous report.
Therefore, there may be multiple reports within the
SWR dataset for the same wind event. Where this was
the case, the later report was saved and the other reports
were removed. To avoid the influence of typhoons, reports were discarded when the distance between the
location of the wind and the center of the typhoon
was ,800 km. Typhoon best-track data were obtained
from the National Meteorological Center in China.
The number of CG lightning flashes in four differentsized boxes (0.58 latitude 3 0.58 longitude, 18 3 18, 1.58 3
1.58, and 28 3 28) around the location of the candidate
severe wind report from half an hour before the event to
half an hour after the event were calculated. The numbers
of CG lightning flashes in the four boxes were expressed
by N1, N2, N3, and N4, respectively. Because mesoscale
convective systems range from tens to hundreds of
kilometers in scale, the four regions represented the variation in the horizontal scale for these convective systems.
CG lightning activity displayed an obvious monthly variation over China (Yang et al. 2015), and the frequency of
CG lightning events over China also varied (Qie et al.
2005, 2009; Zheng et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2011, 2013).
Therefore, the CG intensity of an event was compared
with the climatic background intensity in the same month
in which the severe wind report occurred. The background number of CG lightning flashes N over a 28 3 28
region, the center of which lay at the location of each
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potential SCW event, was then calculated during the
corresponding month for each of the five years. Let T be
the number of hours in which climatic background lightning flashes occurred, making the climatic background
flash rate N/T. The intensity of the CG lightning flashes
per unit area and per unit time was compared between
the four regions and with the 5-yr climatological value. A
candidate wind report was classified as an SCW event if 1)
N4 $ 10 to ensure that each SCW event was associated
with intense convection and 2) one of the following inequalities was true: N1 /t . (1/16)N/T; N2 /t . (1/4)N/T;
N3 /t . (9/16)N/T; and N4 /t . N/T, where t was 1 h.

3. Characteristics of SCW events
There were 1171 stations with 5497 severe wind events
in the 5-yr SWR dataset. A total of 1019 stations with
3121 SCW events were classified (Fig. 3a). The highest
number of events (821) occurred in 2011, accounting for
26% of the total, whereas the lowest number of events
(382) occurred in 2012, accounting for 12% of the total.
The number of events in the other three years varied
between 520 and 707. The highest number of stations
with SCW events also occurred in 2011: 498 (49%) stations (Fig. 3b). The lowest number of stations was 291
(29%) in 2012. The number of stations with SCW events
in the other three years varied between 365 and 458. This
showed that there was considerable annual variation in
the frequency and location of the SCW events.

a. Spatial distribution of SCW events
The annual average number of SCW events was ,1
for 80% of the stations and 39% of stations had just a
single SCW event during the study period (Fig. 4). Only
45 stations (4%) had two or more SCW events per year,
and these stations were mainly located in north China
and Guangdong Province. In general, SCW events occurred less than once per year for most stations.
Figure 5a shows the spatial distribution of normalized
SCW events from 2010 to 2014. The highest frequency of
SCW events was recorded in north China and Guangdong
Province. There was also a high frequency of SCW events
in the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River.
SCW events rarely occurred in western China. The three
regions with a high frequency of SCW events were rainfall
belts during the warm season over eastern China (Tao
1980). Therefore, a strong relation was found between the
regions with a high frequency of SCW events and the
rainfall belts.
Because north China and Guangdong Province had a
high frequency of both severe wind and SCW events
(Figs. 5a,b), this study focused on the characteristics of
SCW events over north China and Guangdong Province.
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FIG. 3. (a) Annual frequency (bar chart) of SCW events in 2010–14
and the corresponding percentages (pie chart). (b) Annual frequency
of the stations recording SCW events during 2010–14.

The proportion of SCW events to severe wind events
(Fig. 5c) was .70% in southern China, which was significantly larger than in northern China. The proportion of
SCW events to severe wind events was ,60% over
mountainous areas in north China. This means that about
40% of severe wind events were NSCW events in the
mountainous regions of north China, which may be a
consequence of the combined action of the strong pressure
gradients accompanying strong synoptic-scale cyclones
and the presence of high mountains. Of the four paths
along which strong, cold air invades China, three pass
through north China (Zhu et al. 1981). Therefore, stations
over mountainous areas in north China experienced more
NSCW events than other regions in eastern China.

b. Seasonal variation of SCW events
There was a clear seasonal variation in SCW events in
China. From the monthly variation in the frequency of
SCW events (Fig. 6a), it can be seen that the warm
season was the period when most SCW events occurred,
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while they were essentially absent during January and
December. Some studies of regional SCW events have
shown similar results (Qin et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2013;
Yan et al. 2013). The peak month for SCW events over
the whole of China was July (Fig. 6a). In China, 91.3% of
SCW events occurred in spring (March–May) and
summer (June–August) and 69.4% occurred in summer
(Fig. 6b). SCW events in winter (December–February)
accounted for only 0.7% of the total, and all of them
occurred in February (Figs. 6a,b). The peak month for
SCW events was June in north China, whereas the pattern in Guangdong Province had a bimodal distribution,
with the two peak months being May and August
(Fig. 6a). About 94% of SCW events over Guangdong
Province occurred between March and August, whereas
most SCW events (95.3%) occurred between May and
September over north China. Over Guangdong Province, the proportion of SCW events in summer was
52.4%, slightly larger than in spring (41.7%) (Fig. 6d).
No SCW event occurred in these two regions during the
three winter months (Figs. 6c,d).
The spatial distribution of SCW events also
displayed a clear seasonal variation in China. The spatial
distribution in summer was similar to the 5-yr distribution, with two high-frequency regions (not shown). The
SCW events over the middle and lower reaches of the
Yangtze River valley mostly occurred in summer. In
spring, the highest frequency of SCW events was in
Guangdong Province, while the frequency in other parts
of eastern China was smaller (not shown). The second
highest frequency of events was in north China, but it
was much less than that in Guangdong Province. The
number of SCW events gradually decreased from autumn (September–November) to winter over China.
SCW events in winter mainly occurred over the middle
and lower reaches of the Yangtze River valley.
Figure 7 shows the spatial distribution of the proportion of total yearly SCW events occurring in spring
and summer. The SCW events in north China mainly
occurred in summer, and a similar proportion of SCW
events occurred in spring and summer in Guangdong
Province. More than 60% of SCW events over China
occurred during summer, except in Yunnan Province,
south China, and some grid points across northern China
(Fig. 7b). In Yunnan Province, the majority of SCW
events occurred in spring (Fig. 7a), which is consistent
with previous studies (Tao et al. 2002; Tao et al. 2011).
Tao et al. (2002) indicated that hail events mainly occurred during February–April in Yunnan. The proportion of SCW events at some scattered grid points
over northern China reached 90% in spring (Fig. 7a)
because there were only one or two SCW events in these
grids during the 5 yr of reports, and all of them occurred
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FIG. 4. Distribution of SCW events. Dots represent the stations that have a 5-yr record, crosses represent stations with 3- or 4-yr records,
and squares represent stations with 1- or 2-yr records. Red dots represent the stations that have an annual average of SCW events equal to
or greater than one. Blue markers are the stations with only one SCW event.

in spring. More data from additional observation periods are needed to better estimate the seasonal distribution of SCW events in northern China.
The monthly variation in the number of SCW events
by latitude (Fig. 8) suggests that SCW events occurred in
three major zones: north China (368–428N), Guangdong
Province (208–258N), and the middle and lower reaches
of the Yangtze River valley (288–338N). The latitude
associated with SCW events gradually expanded
northward from February to June. There was a seasonally constant local maximum in SCW events in the 208–
258N band (from March to August), which contained the
latitudinal maximum across all of China during the early
portion from March to May. The number of SCW events

increased in May in the 358–408N band, where there
was a high frequency in June and July. SCW events were
prevalent in China during July and August and clearly
increased from 288 to 338N. The highest frequency of
SCW events shifted to the 288–338N band in August.

c. Diurnal variation of SCW events
Figure 9 shows the diurnal distribution of SCW events
over China, Guangdong Province, and north China.
SCW events most commonly occurred during the midafternoon (1200–2000 local time) in these three regions,
with 84.1%, 78.7%, and 87.8% of all events occurring at
these times, respectively (Fig. 9a). The common pattern
was an increase in the number of events beginning at

FIG. 5. (a) Spatial distribution of SCW events after normalization (events per station per unit time) during 2010–14. Dots represent
a grid with stations, but without SCW events. (b) As in (a), but for severe wind events during 2010–14. (c) Spatial distribution of the
proportion of SCW events to severe wind events (%). Dots represent grids with severe winds, but without SCW events.
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FIG. 6. (a) Monthly distribution of SCW events over China, north China (368–428N, 1098–1208E), and Guangdong
Province (208–258N, 1108–1178E). Proportion of each season’s events during a full year for (b) China, (c) north
China, and (d) Guangdong.

1200 local time and a decrease at 1900 local time. Some
previous studies of regional SCW events have shown
similar results (Liang et al. 2006; Qin et al. 2006; Zhang
et al. 2013; Yan et al. 2013). However, there were some
significant differences in the diurnal variation over
the three regions. The peak period was from 1500 to
1800 local time (LT) over China as a whole, 1400 to
1700 LT in Guangdong Province, and 1600 to 1800 LT in
north China (Fig. 9b). A comparison of the proportions of

SCW events between 0600 and 1200 local morning time
over the two regions with the most SCW events showed
that the value for Guangdong (17%) was greater than
that for north China (1.5%). Zhang and Gao (2008)
obtained a similar result for hail events between north
China and south China. This may be because the trigger
for the initiation of convection differed between regions.
The western region of north China consists of high
mountains, whereas the eastern part consists of plains.

FIG. 7. Spatial distribution of the proportion of total yearly SCW events occurring during (a) spring and (b) summer.
Dots represent grids with severe winds, but without SCW events (%).
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FIG. 8. Monthly variation in the number of SCW events at different latitudes (time). The dots
are also sized and colored according to the total count.

The southern part of Guangdong Province is flatter than
the northern part of Guangdong Province, which is hilly.
The elevation gradient over north China is clearly larger
than over Guangdong Province (Fig. 2b). A local circulation that can trigger convection during the early afternoon forms more easily near mountain ranges (He and
Zhang 2010), and therefore SCW events occurred more
frequently during the afternoon over north China than
over south China.

4. Discussion and conclusions
To select SCW events and understand their climatology, a method was developed to distinguish between
SCW and NSCW events using CG lightning data. CG
lightning and SWR data were used to identify SCW
events over China from 2010 to 2014, and their spatial
and temporal distributions were analyzed.
SCW events mainly occurred in eastern China, but
only rarely occurred over northwest China and the Tibetan Plateau. The high-frequency regions for SCW
events were north China and Guangdong Province,
with a secondary area in the middle and lower reaches of
the Yangtze River valley. SCW events displayed significant seasonal and diurnal variations. SCW events in
China were prevalent during the midafternoon in spring
and summer, with 91.3% of SCW events occurring
during these two seasons, and about 69% of events occurring during summer. In spring the highest frequency

of SCW events occurred in Guangdong Province. The
frequency of SCW events in north China increased further during summer. SCW events over the middle and
lower Yangtze River valley mainly occurred in summer.
About 78% of SCW events occurred in summer in north
China, whereas the proportion of SCW events occurring
over Guangdong Province was 52.4% during the summer, slightly larger than the value of 41.7% in spring.
The majority of SCW events over China took place
between 1200 and 2000 local time. There was a common
tendency for the number of SCW events to increase after
1200 local time and to decrease at 1900 local time.
The SCW events over China only occurred from February to November, with a peak in July. The peak month
for north China was June, whereas the pattern for
Guangdong Province showed a bimodal distribution with
two peaks in May and August. The northernmost latitude
with SCW events expanded northward from February to
June. However, the latitudinal zones with the most active
SCW events varied among the different months. The
SCW events over these latitudinal zones mainly occurred
in Guangdong Province, the middle and lower reaches of
the Yangtze River, and north China.
The spatial and temporal characteristics are affected by
the distribution of stations, especially in regions without
stations. The results for the Xinjiang and Guizhou
Provinces should be interpreted with caution because two
years’ worth of records are missing. If SCW events occur
with few CG lightning flashes, the method may not record
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FIG. 9. (a) Diurnal variation of SCW events over China, Guangdong Province (208–258N, 1108–1178E), and north
China (368–428N, 1098–1208E). (b) Proportion of SCW events (%) during each hour of the day for these three
regions.

an SCW event during the cold season. However, most
convection in China takes place during the warm season
when CG lightning activity is vigorous. Severe winds can
occur over the Tibetan Plateau, where SCW cases are
rare. Thunderstorms are generally weak over the Tibetan
Plateau (Zhang et al. 1998; Qie et al. 2002). Because CG
lightning was used to classify SCW events, the results may
have been influenced by the efficiency of the CLDN
sensors. Severe wind events were not only affected by the
atmospheric conditions, but also by the topography. SCW
events do not often occur west of the Rocky Mountains in
North America (Doswell et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2013).
These severe winds are categorized as NSCW events, a
classification that may have been influenced by the high
altitude of the recording stations or other weather systems. Some stations often appeared to experience severe
winds, but few of these events were classified as SCW
events because the stations were located on high mountains or offshore islands.
SCW events mainly occurred during the midafternoon
in the warm season. Favorable conditions prevailed,
where the lower-tropospheric air became much warmer
in the midafternoon because of the absorption of solar

radiation. Once the warm air was lifted, the convective
available potential energy was released, allowing SCW
events to occur. Toumi and Qie (2004) indicated that the
heat flux played an important part in the generation of
convection. It is important to know the threshold value
of the convective available potential energy when SCW
events occur. Sometimes the atmosphere meets the
threshold value of convective available potential energy,
while SCW events may not occur without the forcing of
convection initiation. It is clear that the trigger mechanism for an SCW event varies in different regions and in
different seasons. Future studies are needed to determine the trigger mechanisms for SCW events in north
China and Guangdong Province.
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